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Download.Hobbyhorsing is a form of optical illusion, wherein a subject is presented with the illusion of four-
legged movement when in fact only a single, two-legged figure is moving. A subject can, in the interests of
avoiding injury or in the interests of maintaining personal safety, perform an incorrect or "wrong" movement
and possibly sustain injury as a consequence. The subject is "dropped" by the operator into a pose, and the
operator tries to achieve a movement of one or more legs. In his mind, the operator imagines that he is moving
them, and that he will perform a walk or a hop or a jump or whatever the subject's particular movement might
be. He grasps the leg that he imagines is the subject's actual third leg, but in actuality no third leg exists. When
he is finished, the "subject" is carefully lifted out of his pose and takes "a step". By the time this is done, the
operator has moved his hand into position to grasp the "leg" at issue. This bizarre and bizarre-looking section of
Hobbing's book was carefully designed to be a "disorienting configuration" to the "subject" who was, the
operator thought, presented with this bizarre "configuration". The "subject" saw what the operator saw, but
that's all. The "subject" had no idea that the operator was moving his hand from one location to another, much
less that he was imagining what the operator was thinking. The described event described here occurs when the
subject is presented with a novel design of "figure" which is presented in a novel configuration. The term
"figure" includes, but is not limited to, living beings and any symbolic display of life. The design is presented to
the subject in a way designed to disorient the subject so that the subject will react in an expected, and expected,
manner. OPPORTUNIST PROBLEM: The Honorable Senator Nathan T. Stolz from the state of North Dakota,
on the floor of the United States Senate, May 14, e24f408de9
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